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Development of cartographic services (item 7 of "the agenda)

The PRESIDENT invited the Conference to consider item 7 of

the agenda.

Mr. GILLES (ivory Coast) said that his Government intended

to create an Ivory Coast Geographical Institute. This Institute would

have to be created out of nothing and the great difficulty to be solved

was, of course, financial. The Government hoped therefore that the

programme oould be extended ovor a period of several years. It had

not been possible to maintain the first project, spaced out over three

years, owing to the difficulty encountered in providing the annual

appropriation of a hundred million CFA francs required. It had,

therefore, been necessary to plan a second project, which was due to

be begun shortly. This new project would be carried out, in accordance

with the credits available every year, in three stages:(l) construction

of a teohnical building to house the photogrammetric section and the

drawing office; (2) equipment of the premises and installation of c.torage

space for the apparatus and maps 5(3) fitting up of an off-set printing

equipment and a photogravure studio. If need should arise, thie third

stage might be postponed. The situation was as follows: building plans

were completed,'the Government had allotted a ■building rite at Abidjan

and appropriations amounted to 50 million CFA francs. It was hoped,

therefore, that the building could be erected during 1964.

There was one other difficulty: the training of staff. It would

be solved thanks to the assistance of the French National Geographical

Institute, (IGHT) Paris. In i960 and 19°"!, some eleven students were

sent to the Boole des Sciences geoaraphiquesjin Paris, and should obtain

their engineering certificates by the end of the year. The training

of the subordinate staff would take place on the spot, in Abidjan, and

the first contingent would be : .vly r' 'b-in 'a year.
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The Ivory Coast possessed, a temporary^geographical office, well-

equipped "but on .a modest scale, comprising an information service, a

drawing office andr.a workshop for the processing of aerial photographs.

In 1962, moreover, a Geographical Institute Directorate had "been

established in the Ministry .of Public Works*

The Ivory Coast Geographical Institute would soon be a reality

and even if the completion of the'third stage had to be postponed

further, the country would be able, in the meantime, to count on

the assistance of the IGN, whose work the Ivory Coast Institute would

in any case be required to take over. Its task would consist in drawing

maps on the scale Ii200»000 in completing them, keeping them up to date

and preparing new maps of the Ivcry Coast on the scale of 1:100.,000 and

on a larger scale.

Properly speaking, the country did not yet possess the elements

of a fundamental geodetic survey, but the Government had decided to

establist a new cadastre. That was a difficult and costly task.- the

first order network (polygonation of an area of 10,000 km) would cost

about two million United States dollars. It would take fifty years for

the country to carry out alone and unaided a polygonation of the entire

Ivory Coast national territory, but fifteen years with outside help.

The matter had recently been broached with the United Nations Mission

in Abidjan.

Mr. DIAGKE (Senegal) pointed out that the question for Senegal

was the -reconversion of its topographical service, which dated back to

1907. 'Senegal was a flat country and even the means at the disposal of

the .United Nations would be insufficient to provide a geodetio,base

map. of tHe■ national territory. .-In""the meantime, a map on the scale

of -_1110i000 or of 1:15,000 would have to suffice. -.,■ .' .
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He asked whether it would not be "better for Africa to deal first

of all with the question of training rather than with cartographic

plans, which were always very costly. The Senegal Government had

decided to re-model its present service and to entrust the training

of the necessary higher staff to the ION. Senegal would not take over

from the IGU" until its topographical services possessed the necessary

number of trained staff,

Mr. AGHAMEY (Dahomey) recalled that the first oartographipal

work performed in Dahomey had "been carried out by the army (1894)5

later a topographioal service had "been established in French West Africa

in 19O7> and finally sinoe independence the Dahomian section of that

service had been set up as a national service forming part of the Ministry

of Publio Works and Transport, That service was about to be reconverted

and would progressively take over the work from the IGH". It was already

well equipped and had a oompetent staff. In addition to an administrative

directorate it consisted of three Divisions eaoh directed by an engineer:

(l) the Land and Cadastre Division was divided into six sub-divisions

(one for eaoh administrative department) and was responsible for large-

scale surveysj (2) the General Works Division also oomposed of several

sub-divisions, oarriod out rural engineering studies and prepared land

allotment projects; (3) the Cartographic Division which consisted of

one sub-division for geodesy and triangulation and one for photogrammetry

(stereopreparation and plotting). The work of the last division was

still limited. Plotting, for example, was still given to Frenoh under

takings and the photographs were taken by the IGU. The Service did not

yet possess a printing plant and printing, too, was entrusted to the

IGK. The staff which was entirely Afrioan consisted of 10 engineers,

26 surveyors and teohnical assistants, 8 operators, 5 draughtsmen and

20 assistant draughtsmen.
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■ ■■ Mr. B0HRET-DUP3YR0JF (Franco) pointed out that ho was roally

a member of the Office for Scientific■Research in Overseas Territories

(0R3T0M). That organization was a topical cartographic service, a fact

which accounted for its originality (see documents S/CN;14/&iH3?/22 and 24).

The staff of ORSTOM consisted of research workers who workod in such

varied branches as law, hydrography, oceanography, "human scienbos,

geophysics and the like. The whole staff;, although dispersed mainly

in Africa and Madagascar, worked in close collaboration so. true was it

that the difficulties facing developing countries could not be considered .

in isolation. The assistance of a great number of specialists was

essential. .

Since its institution, ORSTOM had published 430 topical maps on

all soales, some of which could be seen in the Exhibition oh the stands

of the various countries in which they had been compiled-.

He stressed the fact that just as topical geography could not take

aocount of frontiers so cartography, too, ought to oover whole regions

even if, for financial reasons, that was not possible in the beginning.

Mr. Atalla Megalli .WA3SB7 (.United Arab Republic) did not think,

it was necessary for the cartographical services of developing countries

to be designed on the same lines as those of advanced countries. Account

should first be taken of the real needs of. the countries and then choose

the simplest methods. -The establishment of a cadastre was one of the

priority needs. That operation should, of course, be conducted from

the beginning with, the greatest possible precision, but a cadastre that

was less precise than normal was better than no cadastre at all. Sgypt.

provided,,an example of that; in I898, the establishment of a cadastre ■

had become a necessity. Unfortunately, at that time there.had not been

a sufficient geodetic basis to allow very great precision and the plans

which had then been compiled over a period of some ten years and which

related solely to the region oovered with vegetation were not free from

imperfections. Nevertheless, it had been possible to attain the objective
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within a very short time. Subsequently, the cadastre had been

extended to cover the whole territory. Since then the methods

used had been perfected. A developing country which wished to

establish a cadastre quickly could resort to photography to

establish first a reconnaissance map and then gradually improve

the precision from new photographic documents. In consequence,

it would be suitable to define there and then the minimum precision

permissible for that type of work and then seek the simplest methods

which were the most appropriate for developing countries.

The meeting rose at 11 a.m.




